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Abstract

Background and Objective: In Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) existing misbehavior detection systems rarely consider both MAC and network layer misbehaviors. Hence the main objective of this work was to develop misbehavior detection and defense techniques for both MAC layer and network layer attacks. Materials and Methods: This paper proposed a cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique (CLMDD) for MANET. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) technique was applied to select reliable monitoring nodes which detected the misbehaving nodes. Then in receiver detection module, back off cheating was analyzed. In audit module, greedy nodes were detected which performs the Media Access Control (MAC) layer misbehaviors. Results: The proposed CLMDD technique was simulated in NS2 and compared with the Audit-based Misbehaviour Detection (AMD) technique. By simulation results, it had been shown that CLMDD attained reduced packet drop, energy consumption and normalized overhead when compared to AMD technique. Conclusion: It can be concluded that CLMDD had been considered as the best approach for detecting and defending the misbehavior attacks in MANET.
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INTRODUCTION

MANET consists of frequently moving nodes which self organize themselves and has no fixed network infrastructure. Each node in MANET operates as a device and a router which can forward the data to its neighbors. MANETs are mainly employed in military applications, video conferencing, emergency and rescue operations etc. MANET is capable of creating a self-configuring and self-maintaining network without the help of a centralized infrastructure, which is often infeasible in critical mission applications like military conflict or emergency recovery\textsuperscript{1,2}. The main issues of MANET are limited capacity, energy constrained devices and sharing of limited bandwidth\textsuperscript{3,4}.

In MANETs, security has been identified as one of the major challenges. Some of the attacks targeted at MANET are black hole, worm hole, Denial of Service (DoS), Sybil etc.\textsuperscript{5}. In misbehavior attacks, the nodes may be compromised and important data packets may be dropped without forwarding to others.\textsuperscript{6,7} Intrusion detection and prevention provides a way to protect MANETs from attacks by external or internal intruders.\textsuperscript{8,9}. Existing solutions for misbehavior detections mostly involve monitoring the behaviors of nodes or providing some rewards to the well behaving nodes. Since the process of monitoring of nodes should be repeated across multiple hops along a route, it incurs huge communication overhead. Moreover, intermediate monitoring nodes fail to detect the selective dropping attack\textsuperscript{10}. Some of the examples of misbehaving detecting methods are credit-based systems and reputation based systems\textsuperscript{11}.

Existing misbehavior detection systems rarely consider both MAC and network layer misbehaviors. In real-time detection of MAC layer misbehavior\textsuperscript{12}, throughput and inter-packet interval time are considered to detect the attackers. However, this technique does not detect the backoff cheating technique. Cross-layer based stealthy attack detection technique (SAMRMP) has been proposed\textsuperscript{13} to detect and isolate the MAC layer attacks. But it has to analyze large volumes of traffic logs collected from the network. So it has resulted in high time complexity and cost.

In HsF-MAC\textsuperscript{14} scheme, the back off value is recalculated and checked by the receiver to detect the backoff cheating technique. But it does not detect the greedy nodes which perform other type of MAC layer misbehaviors. The anomaly based heavy weight module\textsuperscript{15} did not consider MAC layer attacks.

A sybil attack detection scheme\textsuperscript{16} based on signed response (SRES) authentication mechanism has been proposed. A cross-layer based distributed and cooperative IDS with Dempster-Shafer evidence theory (CID) system\textsuperscript{17} has been developed. The system includes a local detection which continuously monitors the network activity. When the local detection engine detects malicious activity, it turns on IDS in a node. The misuse detection with the anomaly detection systems were combined\textsuperscript{18} to save the cost associated with resource constraints and security requirements. Fuzzy based IDS\textsuperscript{19} has been developed to detect the malicious behavior of nodes and to identify the type of attacks. A lightweight, scalable and distributed detection approach\textsuperscript{20} has been designed which is based on the difference in movement patterns of Sybil nodes and legitimate nodes. An improved detection mechanism\textsuperscript{21} has been developed for detecting the physical jamming attacks in MANET.

Hence, the main objective of this research trial was to develop a misbehavior detection scheme for detecting both MAC layer and network layer misbehaviors.

In this study, a cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique for MANET is proposed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview: In this paper a cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique for MANET was proposed where ACO technique is applied to select trusted monitoring nodes that can easily identify any misbehavior attack. Then in receiver detection module, backoff cheating is analyzed. In audit module, greedy nodes are detected which performs the MAC layer misbehaviors.

This technique involves three phases:

- Selection of monitoring nodes
- Receiver detection module
- Auditing module

Selection of monitoring nodes: This section describes about the selection of monitoring node by applying ACO technique. Due to above mentioned unique feature of ants, ACO technique was applied to get optimized monitoring node. Based on the concentration of pheromone deposit in form of next hop information, the monitoring node has been selected.

For a node $\eta$ to become monitoring node, following condition need to be satisfied:

- Neighbor of $M_1$
- Neighbor of previous hop from $M_2$, assume as $M_1$

Then, $\eta$ is called as monitoring node over the link $M_1-M_2$. 
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Let $G(M_1, M_2)$ be a set of participating monitoring nodes. The ant agent has checked the following condition to update the information about the visiting hop in the routing table:

- $C_1$: Packet the hop contain must not be fabricated or duplicated
- $C_2$: It should not be corrupted (matching hash of payload)
- $C_3$: Packet should be delivered within time limit $\tau$

The ants have updated this information in the routing table and the hop which meets all these conditions was considered as the monitoring node as shown in Table 1.

In ACO technique, ant spreads randomly all over the network to collect the next hop information. This can be explained as below in Algorithm 1:

### Algorithm 1

Let S and D be the source and destination nodes
Let MN be the monitoring node:

- Pheromone was set to zero
- FA was generated by S with a threshold value $PH_i$ in order to send data to D
- MN was considered based on the hop information which is decided based on the value of pheromone deposit, i.e., the hop which satisfies all the above mentioned conditions, i.e., $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$;

$$PH_i = H(C_1 \land C_2 \land C_3) \rightarrow \eta$$

- FA moved through $M_i$, by using the rule described in step 3
- Pheromone $PH_i$ was compared with the considered threshold $PH_i$

If $PH_i > PH_i$:
Then, FA stayed on the same path and updated routing table till it reach D
Else if $PH_i < PH_i$:
Then, FA discarded the path and did not update the routing table.
End if:

- Once FA reaches D, it delivers all the gathered information to BA
- BA then followed the same path but in opposite direction and keeps on updating the routing tables with new information\(^{12}\)
- Once BA reaches S, then it transmits all the information to $S$
- Based on this information, $S$ has selected the monitoring node

Table 2 represents the frequent updates by ants to find the best monitoring nodes.

The proposed technique helps to find the best monitoring node based on the concentration of pheromone. In this way the ant spreads over the network and collects the previous and the next hop information and updates this information in the routing table\(^{21}\). Based on this monitoring node is selected to detect any kind of misrouting packet drop attack. For this an observation table is made based on report about the next hop information in the routing table.

### Receiver detection module
Receiver detection module is presented in Algorithm 2.

### Algorithm 2

W checks the modified back off value using hash function $[X]$ to check the deviation:

$$X = h(fct(y, a)) \text{mod} 2^{n-1} \cdot z_{min}$$

Where:

$fct(y, a) = (y \times a)$

If W finds any significant deviation for any node $N_i$
Then:

- $C$-True
- $S$-CHEAT
- Records $R$ and $V$

If (R<LT) and (V>UT)
Then:

- MAC layer misbehavior attack is detected.
- $C$-True
- $S$-GREEDY
- $R \leftarrow \text{isAdmin} \rightarrow M_i$
- $M_i$ verifies node ID and its $S$

If $S = \text{CHEAT}$
Then:

$M_i \leftarrow \text{Monitoring node sketch} \rightarrow N_i$

Else if $S = \text{GREEDY}$
Then:

- Auditing is performed
End if
End if
End if
End if

In this algorithm, the modified back off value has been checked by the receiver using hash function (Eq. 2) for any deviation. If it finds any significant deviation, suspected flag was set for that node and attack type was changed as CHEAT. If throughput $T$ is below LT and the inter-packet interval (IPI)
time is above UT, then a MAC layer misbehavior attack was detected. Then the suspected flag was set and attack type was changed as GREEDY. The receiver then sends a misbehavior warning message to all the monitoring nodes which contains the details of suspected node and its attack type. If the attack type is CHEAT, then the details of cheating node was broadcast to other nodes so that further requests from that node can be rejected. On the other hand, if the attack type is GREEDY, auditing module is triggered.

Audit module: If the attack type is GREEDY, the audit module was invoked. In this module M_{i} requests an AUDIT CLAIM request to N_{i-1}, N_{i} and N_{i+1}. The requested nodes send the reply to the monitoring nodes which consists of number of packets received and forwarded by them. By cross-checking the reply with other monitoring nodes, the exact location of misbehaving node can be tracked. The details identified misbehaving node is then broadcast to all other nodes so that any further communications to that node can be blocked.

This process is illustrated in Algorithm 3:

**Algorithm 3**

Note: Packets in P are compactly represented by using Bloom filter in an p-bit vector \(\lambda\) with \(p < \log \mid P\mid\).

- \(M_{i}\) selects \(T_{\mu}\) and \(S_{\mu}\) and forwards AUDIT_CLAIM_REQ message through \(N_{i-1}, N_{i}, N_{i+1}\)
- If AUDIT_CLAIM_REQ message is dropped, then \(M_{i}\) choose \(P = \phi\) and hence \(a_{u} = 0\)
- When \(N_{i-1}, N_{i}, N_{i+1}\) is audited, a Bloom filter (AUDIT_CLAIM_REP) was constructed for \(P\) that it had received and forwarded, starting from any received \(S_{\mu} \geq S_{\mu}\) until \(T_{\mu} + S_{\mu}\)
- For \(P = \phi\), initially, all p-bits of \(\lambda\) were set to zero
- \(P = P\) is included as a member in bloom filter through \(X_{i}\), where \(X_{i}\) ranges in \(\{1, \ldots, p\}\)
- The relevant bits \(X_{i}(p)\) of vector \(\lambda\) were set to 1
- To verify whether \(x \neq P\) occurs in \(P\), \(x\) has hashed \(e\) times using \(X_{i}\) and the corresponding bits were verified against the vector \(\lambda\),
- If a zero is found in the related location in \(\lambda\),

Then:

\(x \neq P\)

### Table 2: Pheromone deposit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pheromone item</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attempt success</td>
<td>(P_{H})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Monitoring node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt failure</td>
<td>(F _P_{H})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Monitoring node</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Simulation settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Size of the topology</th>
<th>MAC protocol</th>
<th>Traffic model</th>
<th>Propagation model</th>
<th>Antenna model</th>
<th>Initial energy</th>
<th>Transmitting power</th>
<th>Receiving power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000 × 1000 m</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Two ray ground</td>
<td>Omni antenna</td>
<td>10.0 joules</td>
<td>0.8 watts</td>
<td>0.5 watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Experimental design:** The proposed cross-layer based Misbehavior Detection and Defense Technique (CLMDD) has been simulated in NS2 and compared with the Audit-based Misbehavior Detection (AMD)\(^{18}\) technique. The performance of these two techniques is evaluated in terms of the metrics end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, average residual energy and normalized control overhead. The simulation settings are shown in Table 3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this experiment, the number of attackers launching packet dropping attacks is varied from 5-25.

The end-to-end delay of both the techniques is depicted in Fig. 1. When the attackers are increased, the delay of AMD increases from 6.3-7.9 sec and the delay of CLMDD increases from 4.8-5.8 sec. The packet delivery ratio of both the techniques is shown in Fig. 2. As shown in the Fig. 2, the packet delivery ratio of AMD decreases from 0.44-0.24 and the packet delivery ratio of CLMDD decreases from 0.57-0.35. The average packet drop measured for both the techniques is shown in Fig. 3. As seen in the Fig. 3, packet drop of AMD increases from 8033-21859 and the packet drop of CLMDD increases from 3530-8319. The average residual energy measured for both the techniques is shown in Fig. 4. As seen from the Fig. 4, the residual energy of AMD decreases from 6.9-6.1 joules and the residual energy of CLMDD decreases from 7.39-6.89 joules. The normalized control overhead occurred for both the techniques is shown in Fig. 5. When the attackers are increased, the normalized overhead of AMD increases from 0.5464-0.7304 whereas the normalized overhead of CLMDD increases from 0.2164-0.3978.

As shown in Table 4, CLMDD achieves performance improvement in terms of all the metrics, when compared to AMD.

When the number of misbehaving nodes is increased, it leads to more packet drops, resulting in degradation of delivery ratio and residual energy of nodes. Moreover, it results in increased overhead also due to the messages exchanged during detection phase. However, since CLMMD handles misbehavior attacks at MAC layer and intermediate packet drops, the packet delivery ratio of CLMDD was significantly high. Since less number of monitoring nodes is needed in CLMDD, the average residual energy of nodes became high and normalized overhead became less.

Fig. 2: Packet delivery ratio for cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique and audit-based misbehavior detection algorithms

Fig. 3: Packet drop for cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique and audit-based misbehavior detection algorithms

Fig. 4: Residual energy for cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique and audit-based misbehavior detection algorithms
Table 4: Percentage wise improvement of CLMDD over AMD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of misbehaving nodes</th>
<th>Improvement in residual energy (%)</th>
<th>Reduction in delay (%)</th>
<th>Improvement in delivery ratio (%)</th>
<th>Reduction in normalized overhead (%)</th>
<th>Reduction in packet loss (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Normalized overhead for cross-layer based misbehavior detection and defense technique and audit-based misbehavior detection algorithms

Since AMD$^{10}$ and hybrid IDS$^{15}$ did not handle the misbehavior attacks at MAC layer, more packets were dropped and hence the delivery ratio became low. Since all the nodes were acting as monitoring nodes, the normalized overhead and energy consumption, was increased. Though MAC layer misbehaviors were handled in real-time detection of MAC layer misbehaviors$^{12}$, SAMRP$^{13}$ and HsF-MAC$^{14}$ they did not consider all types of MAC layer misbehaviors into account. Hence the associated packet loss in there schemes were high. The cross-layer based distributed and cooperative IDS$^{17}$ and fuzzy based IDS$^{19}$ did not involve any strong defense techniques and incur huge computational complexity. Hence the normalized overhead and energy consumption were high in these approaches.

However, the proposed CLMDD technique did not distinguish the packet losses due to regular link errors or due to malicious drop, resulting in more false positives. Hence the future work focuses on developing methodologies for accurately detecting the selective dropping attacks.

CONCLUSION

A CLMDD technique for MANET has been proposed in this paper. In this technique, trusted monitoring nodes are selected using ACO algorithm. The technique consists of receiver detection module and an audit module. In receiver detection module, backoff cheating attack is detected. In audit module, greedy nodes which perform the MAC layer misbehaviors are detected. By simulation results, it has been shown that the CLMDD reduces the packet drop and normalized control overhead with increased packet delivery ratio. Future work concentrates on more attack metrics and related protocols for evaluation.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This study covers the detection and prevention of misbehavior detection attacks in MANET that can be beneficial for applications related to mobile communications. This study will help the researchers to uncover the critical areas of misbehaviour attacks on various layers of the protocol stack. Thus a new theory on energy and cost effective IDS may be arrived at.
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